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Databases of transitional states obtained from Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS)
of temporal, supercritical mixing layers for two species systems, 02/H2 and C7Hle/N2,
are analyzed to elucidate species-speciflc turbulence aspects. The layers initially host
four vortices whose double pairing is induced by perturbing the layers. The DNS were
performed for the two species systems at similar reduced pressure (ratio of the pressure
to the critical pressure) for the heavier fluid and similar initial momentum ratio, but at
different initial density stratification. The relative helicity density shows that the velocity
and vorticity are most likely orthogonal, negatively aligned or positively aligned; however,
the preferred alignment varies among the layers, depending on species system and initial
conditions. At the transitional states, the helicity-density (vorticity/velocity scalar product) has greater symmetry between positive and negative regions for C’IH16/NZ layers,
which is also observed for the relative helicity density. The helicity density exhibits more
intense activity for the C ~ H M / N
layers,
~
which is attributed to the increased turbulence
that results both from thermodynamic differences between the two species systems and
from the lower initial density stratification of the C,Hx/N2 layers. The helicity (volume integral of helicity-density) variation is due to competition between baroclinic and
viscous effects, and varies non-monotonically during each layer evolution. The influence
of the pressure gradient on the helicity evolution shows the importance of supercritical
thermodynamics in the dynamical characteristics of supercritical temporal mixing layers.

Introduction

Supercritical fluids axe of great interest in extraction processes as well as in propulsion devices such
as advanced gas-turbine and diesel engines, and liquid
rockets. The performance of these devices depends on
the efficiencyof fluid disintegration and turbulent mixing, which may occur under supercritical conditions. A
fluid is here defined to be in a supercritical state when
it is at a thermodynamic pressure, p , or temperature,
T,exceeding its critical (subscript c ) value,l p , or T,.
Therefore, in the supercritical regime there is no longer
the possibility of a two phase (i.e. gas/liquid) region.2
For mixtures, both pc and T, depend on the composition. The present interest is in fluid mixtures at high
pressures that are supercritical for the pure species.
Past the critical point of the fluid (where material surfaces no longer exist), the disintegration of fluid jets
displays an aspect that Chehroudi et aL3 call ‘fingers’,
or ‘comb-like structures’ at transcritical conditions,
which have an increasingly gaseous appearance with
increasing p . Similar experimental evidence was produced by Mayer et al.4>5for 0 2 disintegration. For
supercritical free N2 jets, the experiments of Oschwald
and Schik‘ showed sharp density profiles, indicating
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the occurrence of sharp density gradients. Results
from Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) showed that
such regions of high density-gradient-magnitude exist
in both pre-transiti~nal~
and t r a n s i t i ~ n a l ~mixing
>~
layers, arising both from the initial density stratification as well as from mixing. However, there is
still uncertainty r e g a d i g the influence of supercritical thermodynamics on the dynamical characteristics
of the flow.l0

An important dynamical characteristic of the flow is
the helicity density, ( u v w ) , where u is the velocity and
w =V x u is the vorticity. The helicity density is the
velocity magnitude multiplied by the projection of the
vorticity in the flow direction, and is null for a twodimensional flow. The volume integral of the helicity
density is the helicity, H = J,(U. w)dV. The helicity
has special significancewhen the flow consists of closed
vortex lines, in which case the helicity is a measure
of topological aspects of a flow, specifically, knottedness.’l- l2 According to Mofhtt,ll for bamtropic and
inviscid flow in a bounded volume, H is invariant. For
decaying nearly isotropic turbulence, where H was initially null and random, Shtilman et al.13 found that
viscous effects could generate helicity, whereas Rogers
and Moin14 concluded that for homogeneous turbulence with zero initial helicity, viscosity did not appear
to generate H ; note that whereas viscosity is a sink for
(u . u) and (w w ) , it can be either a source or sink for
H . A third helicity characteristic is the relative helice
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ity density, cos(u,w) = ( u - w) /(tu[IwI), which measures the vorticity-velocity alignment. For decaying,
nearly isotropic turbulence, Shtilman et al.13 showed
that u and w evolved a manner that rendered the probability density function (PDF) of cos(u, w) to be highest for fl,that is, u and w aligned. This result was
confirmed by Pelz et
for unforced turbulent flows.
Additionally, Pelz et al.16 showed that for specific turbulent flaws (plane Poiseuille and Taylor-Green vortex), this alignment tends to coincide with regions of
low turbulent kinetic energy dissipation, whereas in regions of high turbulent kinetic energy dissipation, the
magnitude of cos(u, w) was evenly distributed. Rogers
and Moinl4 studied the relative helicity density of the
disturbance flow for incompressible homogeneous turbulence and turbulent channel flow and concluded that
there is only a weak correlation between the relative
orientation of the velocity and vorticity. Finally, the
experimental results of Wallace et al.17 from a turbulent boundary layer, a turbulent two-stream mixing
layer and a turbulent grid flow did not support the
conclusion that there is a high probability of u and w
being aligned; slight alignment was observed only in
the shear flow. The experimental results, however, did
support to some extent the aforementionedconclusions
from numerical simulations regarding the correlation
between regions of aligned u and w and those of small
turbulent kinetic energy dissipation. These, sometimes apparently contradictory, conclusions regarding
the alignment of u and w indicate that the relative
helicity density should be studied in different types of
flows, and for different initial conditions in order to
extract more definitive results.

In this paper, we conduct further investigations into
DNS databases of supercritical temporal mixing layers, leading to insights into helicity under supercritical
conditions. For the conditions of this study, the mixing layers have initially a strong density stratification
between the two free streams, each of which is composed of a single species, and the layers are perturbed
to induce the evolution of coherent structures. The
databases consist of oxygen/hydrogen (02/H2) mixing layers’ as well as heptane/nitrogen (C7H16/N2)
l a ~ e r s critical
;~
properties for these species are listed
in Table 1. The C7H16/N2 system is adopted as being
representative of an air/hydrocarbon mixture in gas
turbine and diesel engines, which is currently too complex for detailed fundamental simulations, whereas the
O2/H2 system is relevant to liquid rocket engines. The
databases include simulations at different initial conditions for each species system, in a thermodynamic
regime of interest for the practical situation. This
paper is organized as follows: First, we summarize
the DNS methodology including the governing equations, the flow configuration and boundary conditions.
The initial conditions are then discussed to highlight
the issues in determining meaningful regimes for com2
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parisom between the 02/H2 and C7H16/N2 systems
given their disparate mixture thermodynamics. The
comparisons made among layers focus on the helicity
evolution and the helicity aspects of each layer at the
transitional state, and they consider the impact of the
thermodynamics of each species system on the helicity characteristics. Finally, the results are summarized
and conclusions are presented.

DNS methodology

A detailed description of the DNS methodology has
been given by Miller et al.7 and Okong’o and Bellan8 for C ~ H I ~ /layers
N ~ and by Okong’o et al.’ for
the O2/H2 layers. Those descriptions are summarized here to emphasize aspects of the formulation that
are different from the typical low-pressure situation.
The DNS governing equations consist of conservation
equations, the equation of state (EOS) and transport
property relations, which are solved for specific initial
and boundary conditions, using a suitably accurate numerical scheme.
Conservation equations

The conservation equations originate in Keizer’s18
fluctuation-dissipation (FD) theory which is consis
tent with non-equilibrium thermodynamics, converges
to kinetic theory in the low-pressure limit and relates
fluxes and forces from first principles. For a binary
mixture, the conservation equations are

where x is a Cartesian coordinate, t is time, p is
the density, ui is the ith component of the velocity,
et = e u 4 2 is the total energy (i.e. internal energy, e, plus kinetic energy), Y,is the mass fraction of
N
Y, =
species ct and j, is its mass flux vector
1,
j,j = 0) for a mixture of N species. In the
binary ( N = 2 ) mixing layer configuration, the lighter
(molar weight) species (subscript 1) will be in the u p
per stream, and the other species (subscript 2 ) will be
in the lower stream. Mhermore, QK is the IrwingKirkwood (subscript I K ) form of the heat flux vector
(see Sarman and Evanslg), and rij is the Newtonian
viscous stress tensor

+

E,”==,

where bij is the Kronecker delta function, and p is the
mixture viscosity that is in general a function of the
13
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including CYD,h, C, = ( d h / a T ) , , and the speed of
sound (a,), are calculated from the EOS using standard thermodynamic relation^.^-^ The calculation of p
and T from the known conservative variables of Eqs. 14 uses an iterative schemeg for O2/H2 and an energy
fit' for C7H16/N2.

thermodynamic state variables. The mass flux
heat flux are given by

Transport coefficients

The notation in eqs. 6 - 9 is as follows: D is the binary
diffusion coefficient; CYD is the mass diffusion factor
(CYD= 1 for an ideal mixture); m, is the molar mass
N
of species a; m = c , = l m , X , is the mixture mclar mass where the molar fraction X , = mY,/m,;
v,, = ( a ~ / d X , ) ~ , ~ , ~
is ~the
( ~partial
+ , ) molar volume and h,, = (ah/aXa)T,p,Xa(PZQ)
is the partial
N
molar enthalpy; v = C,=l X,v,, is the molar volume
related to the density by v = m/p; h = E,"==,X,h,,
is the molar enthalpy; I&, is the universal gas constant
and ,A:
is a thermal conductivity defined from the
transport matrix through
=A

A$,

+ X1X2 ~

I

(KY B K & P D / ~ , (10)

with lim,oA
= AKT as discussed in Harstad and
Bellan,20 where the subscript K T refers to Kinetic
Theory. The transport coefficients associated with the
Soret (in the molar fluxes) and the Dufour (in the heat
flux) terms of the transport matrix are CXBKand Q I K ,
which are the thermal diffusion factors corresponding to the IK and the Bearman-Kirkwood (subscript
BK) forms of the heat flux (see Sarman and Evanslg).
These transport coefficients are characteristic of each
particular species pairs and they obey the relationship20
(YBK = C Y I K -ah.
(11)
Additionally, lim,oa~~ # OKT and l i m , - o a ~ ~=

The viscosity, the Schmidt number (Sc) and the
Prandtl number (Pr) were calculated from highpressure singlespecies transport properties using mixing rules, as in Harstad and
The calculated
values were correlated, as summarized in Table 2, and
these correlations are then used to compute the transport properties p, D and A. The temperatures TI
(upper, H2 or N 2 , stream) and T2 (lower, 0 2 or C7H16,
stream) correspond to the free-stream temperatures
for mixing layer simulations. The value of the reference viscosity ( p ~is)determined by the specified d u e
of the initial Reynolds number Reo (see eq. 15), chcsen so as to enable the resolution of all relevant length
scales. One of the thermal diffusion factors is specified,
then the other is calculated from eq. 11.
Configuration, initial and boundary conditions
The temporally developing mixing layer configuration is depicted in Fig. 1 for O2/H2, as an example,
showing the definition of the streamwise (XI),crossstream (x2) and spanwise ( 2 3 ) coordinates. The layer
is not symmetric in extent in the 2 2 drection, to
accommodate the larger layer growth in.the lighter
fluid ( H 2 or N z ) side. The freestream density (p1
or p 2 ) is calculated for each pure species at its freestream temperature (TI or T2) and at the initial uniform pressure (Po). The vorticity thickness is defined
as 6, (t) = AUo/ (a(211) /d22),,, where (211) is the
( 2 1 , ~ planar
)
average of the streamwise velocity, and
AUo = U1 - U2 is the velocity difference across the
layer. The simulation is initiated with four streamwise vortices, which pair twice to produce an ultimate
vortex. The choice

QKT.

Equation of state
The pressure is calculated from the well-known
Peng-Robinson (PR) EOS, given T and the PR m e
lar volume ( V P R ) , as
(12)

was made with the intent of keeping the ultimate vortex stationary in the computational d ~ m a i nalthough
,~
the relations of Papamoschou and R 0 s h k 0 ~ ~

where am and b, are functions of T and X,. At high
pressures, VPR may differ significantly from the acR the volume shift
tual molar volume 21.' Both V ~ and
(us = v - V P R ) can be calculated from the PR EOS
given p, T and
although for the C7H16/N2 system vs is negligible. All thermodynamic quantities,

were also used for some simulations reported here.
Here MC,o is the convective Mach number and 2 =
p / (pT&/m) is the compression factor indicating d e

P=

RUT
(VPR

am

-

- h)

(v;R

+ 2 b m v ~- ~b2,) '
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system are selected as close to the liquid rocket conditions as computationally feasible (100 atm, T1=600K,
T2=400K or 100 atm, T1=287K, T2=235K) because
the quite different thermodynamic properties of the
two mixtures (as encapsulated by their respective
equations of state) do not permit the matching of
the thermodynamic initial conditions (see discussion
in Ref. 9). These three sets of free stream conditions,
listed in Table 3, have quite similar momentum ratios
IpzU~l/lplU1l, and the initial pressure is such that
is then used to calculate p ~ .
the reduced pressure (p, 3 p / p c ) in the heavier fluids
The simulations are started with error-function prois similar. However, p r is dissimilar for the lighter flufiles for the mean streamwise velocity, mass fracids. Attempting a larger temperature spread for the
tion and temperature, upon which are imposed spanO2/Hz layers, in order to match the reduced temperwise and streamwise vorticity p e r t u r b a t i ~ n s ~of~ > ~ ~
ature (T,z T/Tc)or the dimensionless temperature
strengths F ~ and
D F ~ respectively,
D
whose streamwise
difference (157.2 - TII /Tz) of the C7H16/N2 layers, leads
(Al) and spanwise (X3) wavelengths are X1=CG,,o
and
to an excessively large density stratification, as illus
X3=O.6X1, where C=7.29 is the most unstable wave
trated in Fig. 2(a) which shows
over a range of
length for incompressible flow. For some simulations
TI
and T2 at p =lo0 and 400 atm.
reported here, other values of C obtained from staThe effect of the density stratification on the stability analyses26 were also used: C =10.35 or 10.61
bility
of the layer has been investigated using twofor the most unstable wavelength for the Oz/H2 layer
dimensional
(z1,22) inviscid stability analyses based
(depending on the initial conditions) and C =4.57 for
on the error function mean profiles.26 The stabdthe shortest (estimated) unstable wavelength for the
ity curves for the layers in Table 3, duplicated from
C7H16/N2 layer. The grid is chosen for all simulations
Ref. 26, are plotted in Fig. 2(b). The increased stabilso as to accommodate four wavelengths in the streamity of the O2/H2 layers is due mainly to their higher
wise and spanwise drections, and the evolution of the
density
stratification.
layer is meant to encompass roll-up and two pairings
of the initial spanwise vortices.
Comparison of DNS results
The boundary conditions are periodic in the streamDNS were carried out for the free stream condiwise and spanwise directions, and of outflow type for
tions
displayed in Table 3; the cases studied in this
real gas in the cross-stream direction, as derived by
paper are listed in Table 4. Details of the compuOkong’o and Bellan.27 The outflow type conditions
tations, including the adequacy of the resolution, are
are essential to maintain numerical stability since the
discussed
in Refs. 8 and 9. Due to the higher initial
initial perturbation causes large pressure waves that
density
stratification
for 02/H2 (OH) layers compared
must be allowed out of the domain with minimal reto
C7H16/N2
(HN),
an 02/H2 layer with same dyflection.
namic initial conditions as HN600, including Reo=600,
Numerics
did not reach transition and thus it is not possible to
The conservation equations were numerically solved
compare transitional results for the two species s y s
using a fourth-order explicit Runge-Kutta time intems when Reo=6OO.
tegration and a sixth-order compact scheme with
Considering the dynamic and thermodynamic initial
eighth-order filter for spatial derivatives;28 for nuconditions, several types of comparisons are meaningmerical stability, filtering is applied at interior points
ful, as follows: (1) Layers OH750 and HN600 have the
only. The computations were parallelized using three
same dynamic initial conditions X1/6,0
and F ~ D
and
,
dimensional domain decomposition and message passachieve similar momentum-thickness-based Reynolds
ing, and an efficient parallel tridiagonal solver.29
number, Re, = Re06,/6,,0
(see definition of 6,
in eq. IS), at transition, Re,,,,t,.
However, they
Description of DNS databases
represent different species systems and have differn e e stream conditions
ent initial conditions for p2/pl,Tl and T2. (2) Layers
HN500 and HN800 represent the same species system,
For databases produced from the DNS methodology
have the same initial p2/p1,F3~and achieve similar
described above, the intent is to compare simulations
for the C7H16/N2 and O2/H2 systems, in order to eluRe,,.,,+ However, they are initially perturbed at difcidate species-system-specificturbulence aspects. The
ferent X1/6,,0. (3) Layers OH500 and HN500 have the
same Reo, but they represent different species systems
thermodynamic initial conditions (po, Tl,T2) are chosen for the c~H16/N2system to be in the regime of
and have different p2/p1, XI/~,,O,F~D,TI
and T2. (4)
relevance to gas turbine and diesel engines (60 atm,
Layers OH500 and OH550 represent the same species
D Reo, and are both
system, have similar p2/p1, F ~ and
T1=1OOOK, T2=600K), whereas those for the O2/H2
partures from perfect gas (2= 1)behavior. The specification of Mc,o therefore determines Avo. Given the
initial streamwise velocity profile u1 based on U1 and
U2, (a (u1)/622),,,
and hence 6,,0 = 6, (0) are calculated. The specified value of the initial flow Reynolds
number,
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excited at the most unstable wavelength obtained from
the compressible stability analysis; however, they have
different TI and T2. Each of these four comparisons
should elucidate the effect of some initial conditions
and concerted consideration of all these results should
indicate which of these parameters most influence helicity.
Global growth and rotational characteristics

A fundamental characteristic of mixing layers is
their growth. Although many definitions of growth exist, Cortesi et aL30 showed that several such measures,
including the momentum thickness, are qualitatively
similar. Here, we define the momentum thickness as

layed roll-up with respect to all other layers. Comparing the 02/H2 and C7H16/N2 layers, one observes
a drastically reduced augmentation rate for the former compared to the latter (with particular significance for the OH500 and HN500 layers, which have
the same Reo) indicating a reduced layer growth rate.
All curves exhibit local peaks at the first pairing; however, ((w?)) (S,,o/AUo) increases following the first
pairing of the C7H16/N2 layers but decreases for the
O2/H2 layers. Moreover, ((wf )) (6,,o/AUo) is considerably smaller for the O2/H2 layer compared to the
equivalent C7H16/N2 ones, indicating that turbulence
for the former is substantially reduced with respect
to the latter. The enstrophy variation is consistent
with this physical picture, displaying reduced levels
for the 02/H2 layers when compared to the C7H16/N2
ones. The largest enstrophy among 02/H2 layers corresponds to the one exhibiting the earliest roll-up and
maximum positive spanwise vorticity.
Visualizations of the spanwise vorticity, presented
in Fig. 4 in the braid plane, show important qualitative differences between the layers. In addition to
the vorticity magnitude being lower for 02/H2 layers, as previously seen from the global measures, the
characteristic scales over which changes in the vorticity occur are evidently larger for the O2/H2 layers compared to their C7H16/N2 counterpart. These
larger length scales were also observed in the densitygradient-magnit~de,~~~
and were attributed to the differences in species-system thermodynamics.

with 61 = ( P l ) Z z = L 2 , m * and 62 = (P1),2=LZ,min 7
where L z , ~ ~=
, , -L2/3 and L Z , =~ 2L2/3.
~
While
the growth is mostly a consequence of entrainment,
the product thickness defined as 6, =
pYPW
in mass units, where Y, = 2min (YI,
Yz), is a direct
consequence of molecular mixing as also explained by
Cortesi et al.30 6,,,/6,,0 is illustrated versus the nondimensional time t* = tAUo/G,,o in Fig. 3(a) for all
simulations. All layers roll up and pair twice. However, the C7H16/N2 layers display a drastic increase
in 6,,,/6,,0 after the first pairing, whereas their O2/H2
counterpart tend to grow more slowly. The drastic
growth of the C7H16/N2 layers compared to the O2/H2
ones is attributed to the smaller initial density stratHelicity characteristics
ification. This is also the reason that the C ~ H I ~ / N ~
layers exhibit a plateau after the second pairing, this
Since the O2/H2 and C7H16/N2 layers display very
being a manifestation of forcing; no such effect is disdifferent turbulence characteristics, it is of interest to
cernible for the more highly-density-stratified 02/H2
examine how these manifest through the helicity charlayers, which are more resistant to entrainment and
acteristics.
seem to grow more linearly. Not surprisingly, 6p/6p,~,
Relative helicity density
depicted in Fig. 3(b) displays a much larger growth for
Presented in Fig. 5 is the PDF of cos(u,w) for all
C7H16/N2 than for 02/H2 as a function oft*, meaning
simulations listed in Table 4 at the respective transithat global molecular mixing is much more intense.
tional states. Clearly, the most likely orientations are
Illustrated in Fig. 3(c) is the non-dimensional posorthogonal, positively aligned and negatively aligned.
itive spanwise vorticity, ((wf))(S,,o/AUo) , which is
However, the relative likelihood of the three orientaindicative of small turbulent scale formation considtions depends on the layers. For OH500 and OH550,
ering that due to the initial mean velocity profile,
the initial spanwise vorticity is negative. The nonnegative alignment is most likely, although the three
orientations have similar probabilities. For the other
dimensional enstrophy, ((wiw;))(Sw,~/AUo)2,where
(0) denotes volume averaging, is shown in Fig. 3(d) four layers, orthogonality is most favored, but is much
and is a manifestation of stretching and tilting,
more strongly favored compared to alignment for the
which is the mechanism primarily responsible for
OH750 and HN800 layers. The PDFs of the O2/H2
layers are less symmetric than the C7H16/N2 ones,
the formation of small scales.
For all simulations, ((w;)) (S,,o/AUo) increases from the null value
particularly when considering the possiblitv of negonce the layer roll-up is completed; for each of the
ative or positive alignment. The 02/H2 layers, which
set of species, the layer perturbed at the shortest
are less turbulent than the C7H16/N2 layers, further
wavelength exhibits the earliest roll-up and highest
exhibit an increase in the probability of orthogonal u
((~2))(b,,o/AUo) maximum growth. Noticeably, the and w. Also, favored orthogonality is displayed by laytwo O2/H2 layers perturbed at the most unstable
ers with combined smaller X1/6,,0 and larger Reo, for
wavelength and having a smaller Re,-, display a dewhich larger global spanwise vorticity and enstrophy

s sv
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were also ohserved (see Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)). One can
conceptually understand that for orthogonal u and w,
the flow wraps around vortex tubes and turbulence
may be enhanced, thereby presenting a consistent picture with the global layer evolution results. For the
miving layers here studied, the results are that either
alignment or orthogonality of u and w is the most likely
orientation, but t y p i d y most of the flow region exhibits no correlation between the u and w orientations.
Thus, the diverse alignment features found in previous
~ t u d i e s l ~are
- ~displayed
~
by supercritical mixing layers, according to the different systems of species and
merent initial conditions.
Helicity density at transitional states

To understand the characteristics of (u . w)at the
transitional states, illustrations of (u w)~,,o/ (AuO)~
homogeneous (21,zs)-plane averages and root-meansquares (RMS) appear in Fig. 6. The average (u w)
(Fig. 6(a)) has both positive and negative regions,
showing a complex flow field. For the RMS (Fig. 6(b)),
all layers have a peak in the lighter fluid side (22 > 0),
although HN500 and HN800 have an additional peak
in the heavier fluid and a trough in the middle of
the layer. The (u .w)RMS activity is mostly on the
lighter fluid side for the O2/H2 layers perturbed at the
most unstable wavelength, but as X1/6,0
decreases
and Reo concomitantly increases, the fluctuation activity naxrows and moves towards the heavier fluid,
indicating that these conditions are more effective at
increasing (u w)in the heavier fluid. A similar trend
is seen for the C7H16/N2 layers, and at the shortest
estimated X1/SW,oand largest Reo, the high RMS activity region is almost centered on the center-line of
the layer. Accompanying this translation of the activity region towards the heavier fluid, one observes an
increase in the maximum RMS of the layers. The relative RMS magnitude of the layers generally matches
that of ((wiwi))(L,o/Auo).
Threedimensional visualizations (not shown) reveal
that all layers are dominated by streamwise tubes of
high vorticity magnitude that tend to map the edges of
the coherent vortices, and the dominant contributions
to (u . w) occur where these tubes lie in high velocity
regions. Due to the initial conditions, adjacent vortex tubes have opposite sign but similar magnitude of
streamwise vorticity, with corresponding behavior of
(uu). This leads to the RMS (u-w) being much larger
than the average, both on planar and a volumetric basis; the helicity density volumetric average and RMS
are tabulated in Table 5. For all layers except HN800,
(u- w ) average is negative. The magnitude of the average is a factor of two larger for the O2/H2 layers than
for the C7H16/N2 layers, yet the opposite behavior is
observed for the RMS. This suggests stronger symmetry between the streamwise tubes for the C7H16/N2
layers, consistent with the more symmetric PDFs in

Fig. 5. Among C7H16/N2 layers, the largest fluctuations are displayed by HN800 and the smallest by
HN500. Comparing HN500 and HN600, it is inferred
that the (u w)fluctuations increase with Reo at otherwise same initial conditions. However, at same R%,
the C7H16/N2 layer exhibits about twice as much R M S
as its Oz/H2 counterpart, which is attributed to the
thermodynamic differences between the two systems
as well as to the differences in the other (than Rq)
initial conditions.
Helicity density evolution

To investigate the contributions to the changes in
(u .w)for each layer at the transitional states, we calculated the (u .w)budget from

-

D
-(u.w)=w.V
Dt
-u*k x

1

(+)I

We note that for the incompressible flows that have
been the subject of most (u . w) studies, the dilatation (V u) is null, and if the density is constant, the
barocliic term (V x (Vplp) = V (l/p) x (Vp)) is additionally null.
The homogeneous (21, 23)-plane contributions to
D ( u . w ) / D t budgets are illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8.
Considering both the averages (Fig. 7) and the RMS
(Fig. 8 ) , we note that contributions from the dilatation and vorticity-stress terms are much smaller than
those from the other four terms. Average contributions from different terms tend to be larger for the
C7H16/N2 when compared to the O2/H2 layers, indicating an increased activity in most effects responsible
for (u .w)production. This trend is more pronounced
for the RMS, where the contributions of C7H16/N2
layers tend to be almost an order of magnitude larger
than those for their O2/H2 counterpart, indicating a
much larger activity in the former. Some of this increased activity can be traced to the smaller length
scales of the C7H16/N2 layers, observed in the vorticity contour plots of Fig. 4, which would result in larger
gradients. Generally, w . V
u) seems to be the
most crucial mechanism for (uu) creation. The scalar
product of the vorticity with the pressure gradient a p
pears to be the second most important mechanism for
(u-w) activity, confirming that thermodynamic effects
are important in (u . w) production in supercritical
turbulence. Noteworthy, it seems that (u . w) is not
self-perpetuating in that it does not produce, through
the dilatation term, effects that will tend to enhance
itself. With decreasing X1/6,,0 and concomitantly increasing Reo, the activity of all terms increases and a

(iu.
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cross-stream location of minimal R M S activity develops in some (e.g. OH750) or all (e.g. HN800) terms of
eq. 17. This location of minimal RMS activity is in
the vicinity to the local trough identified in the R M S
of (u w).
Consideration of the volume integral of eq. 17 in
conjunction with the assumption that boundary terms
are negligible (assumption checked for all databases,
and found to be excellent), leads to

species system.

Summary and conclusions

The helicity characteristics of supercritical turbulent mixtures were investigated on databases obtained
from Direct Numerical Simulations. The simulations
are of threedimensional binary-species temporal mixing layers, in which each stream is initially composed
of a single species. The two species systems investigated were 02/H2 and C7H16/N2, and the initial
conditions were such that all results are from simulations performed at similar momentum ratios and at
approximately the same reduced pressure of 2 with respect to the pure heavier species. The layer is initially
l2q. 18 demonstrates that any changes in H can be atperturbed to initiate entrainment, roll-up and pairing.
tributed to baroclinic and viscous effects, consistent
Each layer originally consists of four spanwise vortices,
indeed with Moffatt.ll The additional implication
which undergo two pairings to form a single ultimate
here is that while generally H is considered to be a
vortex within which small scales prolierate; eventually
dynamic characteristic of the flow, in the present situa transitional state is reached by each layer. The dataation, it depends on the thermodynamics through its
base used in this study consisted of three simulations
association with the EOS embedded in V p . For all layof each O2/H2 and C7H16/N2 layers, with the initial
ers, examination of the budget of eq. 18 at transition
conditions for the same binary species system differshows that the viscous term has the opposite sign of
ing by the initial vorticity-thickness-basedReynolds
the baroclinic term; the volume average of the terms
number, the initial-perturbation wavelength and the
(Le. terms divided by 2V) is presented in Table 6. The
amplitude of the initial streamwise vorticity.
HN800 is distinct from the other layers in that its visGlobal characteristics of the six layers showed
cous term is negative. For four cases, the magnitude
that the momentum thickness and product thickness
of the viscous term is larger than that of the barogrowth is substantially reduced for the O2/H2 layers
clinic term. The two cases where the magnitude of
compared to the C7H16/N2 ones. This result is atthe baroclinic term is larger are OH550 and HN500
tributed to the much larger initial density stratification
(10% and 70% larger, respectively). No clear trend
of the former layers, which delays entrainment and
with species system, or with Reo and X1/6,,0, emerges
in the absolute or relative magnitudes of the baroclinic
pairing. The global positive spanwise vorticity indicated that the turbulence level of O2/H2 layers is less
and viscous terms. This highlights the importance of
than that of comparable C7H16/N2 layers.
the thermodynamics under supercritical conditions as
Examination of the helicity characteristics of the
rivaling viscous contributions to the helicity evolution.
layers showed that velocity and vorticity are most
Finally, illustrations of the helicity, normalized by
liiely orthogonal or aligned, with spatially localized
its initial value (Ho), calculated from the DNS datahigh helicity density. Both the relative helicity denbases, are shown in Fig. 9(a) as a function of t* for
sity and the helicity density were less symmetrically
aII layers listed in Table 4. All layers exhibit strong
distributed between negative and positive values for
H/Ho non-monotonicity, which is attributed to the
the O2/H2 layers, and the helicity density activity
complex entrainment and mixing process. Clearly, for
was also less intense. The governing mechanism for
the C7H16/N2 layers, H / H o begins increasing from
helicity-density creation at transition is the coupling of
its original value following roll-up, and each of the
the
kinetic energy gradient and the vorticity, followed
pairings corresponds to either a local or global minby
the
interaction of the vorticity with the pressure
imum in H/Ho. In contrast, no such correspondence
gradient. The helicity varies non-monotonically duris detected for the 02/H2 layers where H/Ho reing the evolution of the flow; these variations were
mains approximately constant well past the second
traced to the balance between barocliiic and viscous
pairing and variations occur only late in the evolution
of the layers. Comparisons of ((u-w))
C?,,O/(AU~)~, effects. The species-system dependent aspects of the
relative helicity density and the influence of the preswhere ((u .w)) = H/V, between the two layer types
sure gradient on the helicity evolution indicate that
(Fig. 9(b)) show that its magnitude is generally larger
for
supercritical mixing layers, thermodynamic effects
for the C7H16/N2 layers. These findings are conplay an important role in generating helicity.
sonant with the decreased turbulence level of the
02/H2 layers compared to their C7H16/N2 counterAcknowledgements
part, which were traced to thermodynamic effects.
Also,( ( u - w ) )~,,o/(AUO)~
is larger for the layers with
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Species m (g/mol)
2.016
N2
28.013
02
31.999
100.205
H2

T, (K) p,(MPa)
33.0
126.3
154.6
540.2

1.284
3.399
5.043
2.74

vc(cm3/mol)
64.3
89.8
73.4
432.0

Table 1 Pure species properties; wc is the molar
volume at the critical point.
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-1

System
1.5 - Yh
0.5S~/exp (-1.5Yh)
( Y I K = 0.1 (Ref. 20 )
500K-1100K
40 atm-80 atm

(1.334 - 0.668Yo - 0.186Y; - 0.268g) [l
1.335/T0.1
QBK = 0.2 (Refs. 22,31 )
200K-800K
NlOOatm

+ (88.6/?')1*5]

+ T2)/2, T in
Table 2 Transport properties for binary mixtures. The reference temperature is TR = (TI
Kelvin; Yo is the 0 2 mass fraction, Y h is the C ~ H M
mass fraction.
= 12.88
C7H16
N2
-85.947
209.856
181.327
643.709
259.487
20.141
60
60
600
1000
0
1
0.4706
1.017
2.22
1.81
295.80
5.276

p2/p1

Stream
Ul b l s )
("

p(kglm3>
PO ( a t 4
T(K)

E?
2

Pr =PlPc
AUo = Ui - U2
lP2UZl I IP191

B / p 1 = 24.40
0 2

-158.004
397.517
96.764
100
400
1
1.008
2.01
928.99
5.001

H2
770.983
1915.376
3.965
100

600
0

1.033
7.89

p2Ip1 = 24.51
0 2

-114.926
295.985
197.317
100
235
1
0.841
2.01
683.90
4.951

H2
568.972
1381.95
8.050
100
287
0
1.063
7.89

Table 3 Mean flow properties for various mixing layers; M,,o = 0.4.
Run
OH500
OH550
OH750
HN500
HN600
HN800

&O

500
550
750
500
600
800

P2/P1

24.51
24.40
24.40
12.88
12.88
12.88

xl/&,o
10.61
10.35
7.29
7.29
7.29
4.57

F3D

0.025
0.025
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

L1 x L2 x L3
N1 x N2 x N3
0.291~0.291~0.1746 352x352~208
0.284~0.284~0.17 352x352~208
0.2x0.2x0.12
352x352~208
0.2~0.232~0.12 240x288~144
0.2~0.232~0.12 288x336~176
0.125~0.148~0.075 240x272~144

Rem,tr
1772
1907
1507
1250
1452
1258

tZr

290
270
150
155
135
100

CPU(h)
14557
14497
10349
1714
5156
1916

Table 4 Listing of the simulations and associated resolution for O2/H2 (OH) and C,H16/N2 (HN) mixing
layers. Li is in meters. For all layers, L1=4X1,6,,0=6.859~10-~m and Fzo=O.l. The other initial conditions
are listed in Table 3 under the value of p2/p1. The subscript t~ denotes the transitional time. The CPU
time is based on an SGI Origin2000 300MHz R12000 processor.
OH500
OH550
OH750
HN500
HN600
HN800

-4.6152~lov4 2.0858~
- ~ . O Q ~ X ~ O - ~2.1258~10-~
-3.3391~10-~ 1.9367~10-~
-1.4288~10-~ 3.7422~10-~
-1.0542~
4.2618~10-~
+1.9679~10-~ 5.3249~10-~

Table 5
Run
OH500
OH550
OH750
HN500
HN600
HN800

-u. [V x ( $ V p ) ]
-2.6149~10-"
-2.3121 x
-8.7586~
-5.2068~10-~
-2.0605~10-~
2.6484~

u - IV x (;V-?)]
8.4336~
2.0947~
1.3953~10-~
3.1886~10-~
1.4284x10-5
-1.1767~10-~

Table 6 Contributions to D (u.w ) / D t , normalized by ( S w . ~ ) 2/ (AUO)~,
volumetric average.
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Fig. 1 Sketch of the O2/H2 mixing layer configuration.
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Fig. 2 (a) p2/pl versus TI and 2'2 for O2/H2 at
different conditions (b) Comparison of the stability
curves for C;rHle/N2 and Oz/H2 for p2/p1 = 1 and
12.88.

Fig. 3 Non-dimensionalized (a) momentum thickness, (b) product thickness, (c) global positive
spanwise vorticity, and (d) enstrophy, all versus
t' = t/(AUo/&,o).
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0.57357
0.34333
0.11310
-0.11713
4.34737
-0.57780
-0.80783
-1.03807

-0.00748
-0.05022
-0.09296
-0.13570
-0.17844
-0,22118
-0.iS292
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Fig. 4 Spanwise vorticity for (a) OH500, (b) HN500,(c) OH550, (d) HN600,(e) OH750 and (f) HN800:
in the braid plane (z3= L3/16) at the transitional time.
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Fig. 5 Probability density function of cos (u,w ) for all layers listed in Table 4, at the respective transitional
states.
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Fig. 9

Helicity evolution. See Fig. 3 for legend.
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